InConJunction XXXIV - SF&F Convention - Program Listing

7/1/14, 11:51 PM

Programming Schedule Listing

Friday, July 4th
12:00 PM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO AT THE PROMS 2013

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)

The beginning of the end of Matt Smith's brilliant run as the 11th Doctor kicks off with a spectacular return to the Royal
Albert Hall and the historic Proms series. The Doctor's 50th anniversary concert has it all... not only the music of
Murray Gold, but also legendary composers Mark Ayres, Peter Howell, and Dudley Simpson recreate the sounds of the
BBC Radio Workshop in a medley of their most memorable scores for Doctor Who!

Anime Room Pokemon vs Digimon (Discussion Panel; 8+)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

Which show is better between Pokemon and Digimon, one of many "epic" debates about anime. Come defend your
favourite of these classic anime titles in a Deadliest Warrior fashion debate.

1:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A 3 Simple Rules: A Guide for Business & Life

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)

Speaker, James O. Barnes, has summed up the last three decades of his business and personal life experience into '3
Simple Rules'. He is a writer, speaker, publisher, amateur archaeologist, and outdoor enthusiast. Join James, as he
explains his '3 Simple Rules' in detail. Attendees will discuss their own real life situations and learn how they can apply
the 'Rules' to their work, life, and writing.

Anime Room Kyokai no Konata (Anime; 1-12; Teen)

(6 Hours - Video - Rating: G)

An epic tale of youkai (monsters) and the people that hunt them, romance, and bullying. When Konata encounters a
glasses-maniac student who is half-youkai in her school, she takes it as an opportunity to confront her past and
weaknesses, only to find out that he is immortal and can't be killed. Somewhere between pity and respect, he helps her
confront herself and her history so she can move on with her life.

1:30 PM

Dr. Who Room AN ADVENTURE IN SPACE AND TIME

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)

The award-winning docudrama chronicling the creation of a British institution from the desk of BBC Head of Drama
Sydney Newman (Brian Cox) to the casting of the Doctor (David Bradley in a bravura performance as William Hartnell)
and the show's runaway success under the guidance of Verity Lambert (Jessica Raine) and Waris Hussein (Sasha
Dhawan)

2:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Podcasting on the cheap

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

A panel discussing everything that goes into starting a podcast. From equipment, to hosting, to itunes, we'll cover a little
bit of everything, all done for a low cost.

Indianapolis Ballroom B "How I Died," by the Planet Earth

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG-13)

Harlan Ellison created the sub-genre of floridly describing one's future death, and, in this session, the Planet Earth
takes its turn illuminating its near-term or far-term liquidation. Come to join in the pre-wake, or, for mondo fun, ghostwrite a one paragraph description of Gaia's last gasp.

Indianapolis Ballroom C The Future That Wasn't

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

Back in the 1960s (and on other occasions), there were numerous projections as to what things might be like in 2000.
How did they work out?

Harrison Room Cutting the cord of Cable TV

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)

A panel discussion of the pros and cons (and difficulties) of getting rid of cable (or satellite) TV and replacing it with
Internet based services.

3:00 PM

Main Programming Book Publishing: Your Options Today

(1 Hour - Expert Panel)

Writers today have so many more options than their predecessors ever had. So, after (or even before) that book is
finished, what options are open to new authors in the realm of publishing.

Indianapolis Ballroom A Why Are Fan Films So Popular?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Fan films used to be looked down upon, but now a good fan film can be a resume builder. Learn about the history of
fan films, how the internet has changed fan films, and how you can make your own fan film. Mark Racop and Chuck
Budreau

Harrison Room Living in the Future: We Can Be Heroes and Maker Culture in 301

(2 Hours - General

Discussion - Rating: PG-13)
A panel discussion in which people of varying ages (12-70) discuss the time in which we live, and particularly regarding
technology's promises being fulfilled in terms of:
a) barriers once standing between an individual and a goal (ART, idea, product, event, business, mission, software,
device, etc.) now diminished by:
i. open-source info (ie the internet(!))
ii. active participation in maker culture
iii. crowd-sourcing

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 1

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Veterans Hall 1 Short Film Programming: Game Companion and Cape and Cowl: Two Cosplay films
(1 Hour - Video)
Game Companion (Fiction) follows a gamer; Bob lives who downstairs in his mom's house, his greatest
accomplishment is making it to master in a video game, permitting him a game companion: Kimiko. She is impressed
but when Kimiko starts to discover Bob is not very important Kimiko's enthusiasm fades.
Cape and Cowl (nonfiction) a costume designer, creates costumes for those wanting to take their appreciation of comic
books to a new level. The ''cosplayers'' reveal how wearing costumes affects them on a more personal level.
Both films have been making their way around festivals and where made by cosplayers like you.
Game Companion follows Bob who's greatest accomplishment is mastering a video game, earning him a character
Kimiko. She is impressed, but discovers Bob is not important and her enthusiasm fades.
Cape and Cowl a documentary, the cosplayers reveal how wearing costumes affects them on a personal level.

Veterans Hall 1 Saving Star Wars

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)

Saving Star Wars is a 2004 independent film by Woodworks Films that was written and produced by Gary Wood. The
title is a play on the title of the World War II movie Saving Private Ryan and Star Wars

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with William Hartnell: "The Tenth Planet"

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating:

PG)
William Hartnell's final regular performance as the Doctor also introduces his second greatest enemies, the Cybermen!
The mostly restored epic is fully realised with an animated final chapter that insured that Doctor Who could last forever!

Con-Suite Cooking with Tribbles

(1 Hour - Demonstration - Rating: G)

Tribbles are not only cute and cuddly, but they are also the latest craze among gourmands throughout the galaxy!
Join our Intergalactic Chef as she whips up some delicacies from across the quadrants, and see the delicious things
you can make with a frugal budget and an endlessly renewable source of ingredients!

4:00 PM

Main Programming Book Trailers - What Are They Good For?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

Join a panel of authors as they debate the pros and cons of creating book trailers, from no-budget creations to full
productions. See examples of book trailers and their use in social media to promote written fiction.

Indianapolis Ballroom A So you've written a novel...NOW what?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

Designed to be helpful to the first-time author or aspiring author, the panel will discuss the ever-changing world of
publishing, with emphasis on putting out quality fiction. Come and pick up some tips...and share your own experiences.

Indianapolis Ballroom C A Pirate's Life for Me! Part 1

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: PG)

This is the first event in an ongoing competition throughout the convention. Participants will take on the role of
swashbuckling pirates in pursuit of treasure. By competing in various events participants will earn point for themselves
and their crew in an attempt to win the treasure in the Pirate's chest. Before starting out on Adventure, a pirate needs to
look the part. Participants will have the opportunity to make their Ship flag and other costume parts. (Participation in all
events is not required)

4:30 PM

Dr. Who Room WHO-NET PANEL: "Raggedy Man... Good Night."

(30 Minutes - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Mark "De Boss" Dooley discusses the Matt Smith era, which made my decades-old tweed jacket fashionable again.
Took a bit for the bowtie, though.

5:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Grid Computing and the Open Science Grid

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)

The Open Science Grid is an international organization of universities and laboratories that share computing power to
analyze truly huge amounts of scientific data. It helped find the Higgs Boson and continues to be an important tool in
fields from particle physics to medicine and biology. The operations center of the OSG is right here in Indiana. Come
find out how it all works and what groundbreaking scientific research is being done with it right now.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Writer's Roundtable: Publishing

(1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG)

So you've written a manuscript, now what? Talk to writers and others in the industry to learn the basics of submitting.

Harrison Room DIY - It's SOOOO Handy

(2 Hours - Workshop - Rating: G)

Participants will learn about the structure and function of the hand and fingers and how that can be adapted to
costuming. The workshop will involve building an articulated mechanical hand from common materials. Participation is
free but is limited by available materials to 15 participants. Observers are welcome.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 2

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Veterans Hall 1 Learn Happy Flash Mob

(1 Hour - Video)

Come learn the moves to do a completely "unplanned" flash mob at a predetermined time

Dr. Who Room WELCOME TO WHO-NET

(30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)

Mark "De Boss" Dooley welcomes one and all to the Whoosier Network's 2013 InCon appearance with the hottest
news on the Doctor and your favorite sci-fi films and TV series, loads of great fan videoes, and other cool surprises!

5:30 PM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: THE KEY TO TIME SAGA - "The Ribos Operation"

(1

Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
The Doctor and K-9 Mark II have been summoned by the powerful entity known as the White Guardian to retrieve the
dispersed components of the Key of Time that will allow the Guardian to restore balance to good and evil throughout
the universe.

6:00 PM

Main Programming Opening Ceremonies

(1 Hour - Presentation)

Welcome to InConJunction 34 featuring...
Author Guests of Honor
Jack Campbell
Kat Falls
Artist Guest of Honor
Aaron Williams
Science Guest of Honor
Robert Pyatt, Ph. D.
Featured Guest
Jon Buran
Toastmaster
Lou Harry
Featured Guest Jon Buran
Toastmaster Lou Harry

Main Programming Opening Ceremonies

(1 Hour - Video)

Come see DarkSide sing and dance for our supper

Veterans Hall 1 Indie Movie Block

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)

We have a few funny, sci-fi, and other independent short films to show you. So come hang out with us and help support
these starving filmmakers. We may even have some of them there for Q&A also Trivia.

7:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Herculean Cheese Storm Concert

(1 Hour - Performance - Rating: PG-13)

Herculean Cheese Storm is an accoustic folk/rock band from Indianapolis showcasing the vocal and instrumental
stylings of Crystal Wolf, Allyson Clarkson, and Gabrielle Aumei. With original music about topics from Wonderland to
flying kangaroos, the trio can often be found playing various science fiction conventions around the Midwest, but they're
always willing to follow where the music leads them.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Memorial for Aaron Allston

(1 Hour)

Details pending

Harrison Room NLP techniques for self improvement

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)

Learn and utilize NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) techniques for self improvement.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 What are your favorites in genre television? And, why?

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG-13)

What's the best in sci-fi, fantasy and horror on television, and why? Bring your opinions.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 3

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: THE KEY TO TIME SAGA - "The Pirate Planet"

(2

Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
In their search for the second segment of the Key to Time, the Doctor and Romana encounter a roving space pirate
who also serves as the benefactor of an affluent world populace, none aware of his true intentions!

Anime Room Best Anime You've Never Heard of (Discussion Panel; All Ages)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

There's a lot of anime out there, much of which slips under the radar. Come hear about some of the best from some of
the IAC's most experienced members.

8:00 PM

Main Programming Fate Pies acoustic performance

(1 Hour - Performance - Rating: PG-13)

Join local musicians and long-time InCon attendees Mick Moore and Katie Grause of the band Fate Pies for some
original songs, geeky favorites, and requests!

Indianapolis Ballroom A Help! I'm Married to a Geek!

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

Join author and geek TammyJo Eckhart and her husband Tom to hear how their mutual geekdom presented blessings
and challenges during the 24 years they've been together as a couple. Then share your own experiences living with
and loving your own geeky spouse.

Indianapolis Ballroom C A Pirate's Life for Me! Part 2

(1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)

Pirates be not a literate bunch. Participants will try to make themselves understood to the rest of their crew through
Pirate/Nautical themed Pictionary.(Participation in all events is not required)

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Analyzing the History of the comic book movie.

(1 Hour - Author Reading - Rating: G)

Super Heroes in the movies: the best, the worst and everything in- between.

Veterans Hall 1 SuperHappyFun Time "The Feud"

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

This Family Feud style game show offers contestants fun with the opportunity to win prizes. If you don't have a family
one will be provided for you (unless we don't like you). Survey says: DO IT!

Anime Room An Otaku's Stand-up (Comedy; 17+)

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)

A stand-up comedy show discussing anime, "otaku-ism," games, nerds, and all sorts of other random things.

9:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Geek Girls Unite

(1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)

To follow up on last year's meeting this event will be open only to girls and women who identify as "geek" or "nerd" or a
part of science fiction/fantasy fandom. Come meet your sisters to share stories, share ideas, and just hang out in a safe
environment. Don't worry, guys, you can have your own meeting.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Joseph W. Long, Ph.D. / 'Star Wars and Philosophy'

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Author Reading -

Rating: G)
I hope to speak about Philosophy and its relationship to the Star Wars universe. Specifically, I would like to talk about
my paper, "Religious Pragmatism Through the Eyes of Luke Skywalker," which appeared in the Open Court book, 'Star
Wars and Philosophy.'

Indianapolis Ballroom D Geek Guys Unite!

(1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)

To follow up on last year's meeting for geek girls this event will be open only to boys and men who identify as "geek" or
"nerd" or a part of science fiction/fantasy fandom. Come meet your brothers to share stories, share ideas, and just hang
out in a safe environment. Don't worry, girls, you can have your own meeting.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 C.S. Marks

(1 Hour - Author Reading - Rating: PG)

Author Reading--Come and hear the tale of "The Artisan!"

Veterans Hall 1 Design and Take home your own Shield

(1 Hour - Contest)

Come join DarkSide as we give you PVC shields you can design, using vinyl, paint and other stuff to decorate and take
home with you. Limited to 15 shields so first come first served.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: THE KEY TO TIME SAGA - "The Stones of Blood"

(1

Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
The search for the third segment brings the Doctor and Romana face-to-face with a cult of druids who have been
making human sacrifices to a goddess of death, war, and magic!

10:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Walking Dead Fan Rally 2014

(1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG-13)

Join other fans of the AMC show "The Walking Dead" to discuss season four and speculate about what may happen in
season five. WARNINGs: There will be show spoilers as well as discussion of violence and possibly sex.

Veterans Hall 1 Super

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-MA)

After his wife falls under the influence of a drug dealer, an everyday guy transforms himself into Crimson Bolt, a
superhero with the best intentions, but lacking in heroic skills.

Anime Room Otaku Night: Hentai (Anime; 17+/Mature)

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)

Several episodes of adult themed anime. IDs will be checked at the door.

Gaming Late-night Dominion

(4 Hours - Gaming - Rating: ADULT)

Bring it on: Play randomized Dominion into the wee hours with Toastmaster Lou Harry. Accumulate points for prizes.

10:30 PM

Veterans Hall 1 Flash Mob

(30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)

Come get happy with us as we start our flash mob that leads into the Friday night dance.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: THE KEY TO TIME SAGA - "The Androids of
Tara&quo (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Romana finds the fourth segment quite easily on the idyllic planet Tara... until she crosses paths with the evil Count
Grendel, who uses a Romana android decoy that will aid him in wresting the rule of Tara from its rightful king.

11:00 PM

Main Programming Darkside Dance

(2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Rating: PG)

When is a dance not just a dance? Come on you know this when DarkSide throws it, this year our dance consist of a
lot of music, with some koraoke mixed in and toped off with Kinect Dance Central.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Geeks Unite!

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG)

To follow up on last year's meeting this event will bring together the girls and guys from their own "geek unite" meetings
to celebrate the fullness of geekdom -- male and female alike and across the ages. The moderators from the previous
meetings will recap what was discussed for everyone to hear and reflect upon.

12:00 AM Indianapolis Ballroom C Writing and Selling Erotica

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: ADULT)

Multi-published authors Madeleine Oh and Tammy Jo Eckhart will discuss the nuts and bolts of writing - and selling short and long erotica in a variety of sub-genres.

12:30 AM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: THE KEY TO TIME SAGA - "The Power of Kroll"

(1

Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The fifth segment of the Key to Time is going to be a bit difficult to get through the TARDIS door... it is a five-mile high
swamp monster!

1:00 AM

Veterans Hall 1 Stoner Ball

(3 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)

If you don't know you must come play. Oh and HELLZ YEAH DarkSIde has the table "Thanks Shawn, This game's for
you"

2:00 AM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: THE KEY TO TIME SAGA - "The Armageddon
Factor&qu (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The final Key segment brings a moral challenge to the Doctor and Romana, which is at the center of a planetary war!

4:30 AM

Veterans Hall 1 Closed or Random Movies

(4 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG-13)

May have some games, movies, hanging out going on or closed take a chance and come see.

Dr. Who Room K-9 AND COMPANY with Elisabeth Sladen and John Leeson: "A Girl's Best

(1 Hour -

Video - Rating: G)
Sarah Jane Smith, former companion to the Doctor, receives a surprise guest on Christmas night... a gift from her
friend, K-9 Mark III, to be her constant companion. And just in time... her Aunt Lavinia, in the wake of her protest
against a cult of black magic practitioners, has vanished!

5:30 AM

Dr. Who Room Room shutdown until 9:00 AM

(3 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)

Even Doctor Who fans have to knock off for a few hours. Go, get some rest. We'll be back at 9:00 after a nice rest and
a hearty breakfast!

Saturday, July 5th
8:00 AM

Anime Room Morning Cartoons: Bots Master (Western Animation; 1-12; All Ages)

(6 Hours - Video -

Rating: G)
Zeb Zoolander (aka ZZ) is a prodigy engineer responsible for revolutionizing modern life with the invention of the 3As,
robots that perform everything from janitorial tasks to teaching in schools. The RM corporation president Sir Luis Leon
Paradim plans to use them in a plot to take over the world. ZZ takes up arms to resist Paradim's agenda.

9:00 AM

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Blood Drive

(6 Hours - Presentation)

Don't forget the Robert A Heinlein Memorial Blood Drive for the benefit of the Indiana Blood Center, Saturday from
9:30am-3:00pm. The Indiana Blood Center is a vital link in Indiana's health care infrastructure, supplying more than 550
units of blood to more than 60 Indiana hospitals every day. The nonprofit community service organization was founded
in 1952 to provide a continuous, safe and adequate supply of blood products and testing services. Whole blood can be
donated every 56 days, so if the last time you donated was May 10, 2014 or earlier, you can donate again! So lend an
arm and help InConJunction hit its annual donation goal. Donating blood is safe, simple, and it saves lives.

Veterans Hall 1 Saturday Morning Cartoons

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

You Know this

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Jon Pertwee: "Frontier in Space"

(2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)

The Doctor and Jo materialise the TARDIS inside a spaceship targeted by space pirates, though the identities of the
raiders are clouded to everyone except the Time Lord and Jo. While they struggle to convince Earth authorities of their
true identity, a specially assigned commissioner has been sent to settle the matter. And his identity will lead to an
unholy alliance between the Doctor's greatest enemies!

10:00 AM Indianapolis Ballroom B Author, Agent, Editor, Publisher: Who does what?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)

Panelists will discuss the duties and importance of each member of the Author's Go Team (even if the team is a
member of one). Panelists will discuss tips on how authors can fill these roles themselves or with the help of those
around them.

Indianapolis Ballroom C A Pirate's Life for Me! Part 3

(1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)

Sudden but Inevitable betrayal:Now properly outfitted and equipped, the Pirate crews will set out to race for the
treasure; but first old scores must be settled. Participants will engage in duel/shoot outs using Nerf Guns (safety
glasses will be provided). Victors will earn points for themselves and their team. (Participation in all events is not
required)

Indianapolis Ballroom D Sci-Fi and Fantasy on the CW

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)

Arrow, Supernatural, The Tomorrow People, Vampire Diaries, The Originals, The 100, Star Crossed.. The CW is full of
sci fi and fantasy shows right now! Join us for a fun discussion about these shows and more! Warning, there may be
spoilers.

Harrison Room Psychological Conditions and the Creative

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)

A full panel with those who have been diagnosed with psychological conditions who are also writers, and artists of
varying kinds who are at different stages of the journey and can give special insight as to how they believe their
condition affects them either positively/and or negatively.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 4

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

11:00 AM Indianapolis Ballroom A Cyber Threats

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)

Mike Cowper of the Indianapolis Metropolitan Cyber Defense Force will talk about a variety of cyber threats to
governments, infrastructure, businesses, and individuals. This will include examples and some basic preventative steps
that can be taken.

Indianapolis Ballroom B We Are Monster High

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

So how *did* classic Universal monsters and freaky fashions combine to become the toy hit of the last few years? Join
a fun panel discussing the creepy-cute phenomenon that has won kids and adults alike. See the latest in Mattel's
creepy-cut line. Jill Racop

Indianapolis Ballroom C A Pirate's Life for Me! Part 4

(2 Hours - Contest - Rating: PG)

To reach the treasure island, a pirate needs a good ship. In this event, participants will build toy ships using a wide
variety of provided materials. These ships will then compete by sailing in our specialty built "ocean." Individual and
team points will be awarded. (Participation in all events is not required)

Indianapolis Ballroom D Point of View--it's better to have one!

(1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG-13)

An overview of how to write a compelling POV, beginning with defining the three voices, then honing in on 1st and deep
3rd...how to get into a character's head and into their skin, why this rocks more than movies, common mistakes when
writing from a POV.

Harrison Room Themed/Group Costuming

(1 Hour)

Tips for discovering and creating the perfect themed and group costumes.

Veterans Hall 1 Journey Quest

(3 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)

Following a group of dysfunctional adventurers on a quest to discover and destroy the mythical Sword of Fighting,
JOURNEYQUEST is a comedic adventure through the fantasy world of Fartherall...

Atrium Vader Head Hunt

(1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)

Join us in the atrium for the head hunt! An all ages race to collect the most Vaders and win fabulous prizes. Please, be
punctual, as the race will begin promptly and moves quickly.

11:30 AM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Jon Pertwee: "Planet of the Daleks""

(2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating:

G)
Seriously wounded after the clash between his enemies, the Doctor turns control of the TARDIS over to the Time
Lords, who direct it to the jungle planet Spirldon, where they meet up with a group of Thal explorers... and over 20,000
Daleks in waiting!

12:00 PM

Main Programming 1 Hour Comics - Showdown

(1 Hour)

Come see Artist Guest of Honor Aaron Williams and Featured Guest Jon Buran face off in a 1 hour speed comic
contest!

Indianapolis Ballroom A Ten Years of Building 1966 Batmobile Replicas

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Come find out why DC Comics licensed Mark Racop and his Fiberglass Freaks to build full-scale drivable replicas of
the iconic 1966 Batmobile. Fiberglass Freaks passed its ten year anniversary in 2013, and has sold 23 of these
replicas around the world.
Mark Racop, Chuck Budreau, Mark Shidler

Indianapolis Ballroom B The Arrow and Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.: A Comparison

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)

One's DC, one's Marvel, and they're both on television now! Join us for a discussion and comparison of the two shows.
What have they done right, what's gone horribly wrong? Warning, there be spoilers here!

Indianapolis Ballroom D You have chest cancer: Scientists in the Movies

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

A history of scientists on the silver screen by Science guest Dr. Rob Pyatt

Harrison Room Figurine Sculpting

(1 Hour - Demonstration - Rating: G)

Sculptor David Lee Pancake will give a figurine sculpting demonstration. He will show how to construct a wire armature
for the human figure and the application of polymer clay. He will use a variety of techniques to apply textures and detail
to the sculpture. David has been sculpting for 20 years in a variety of mediums and invites artists, hobbyist, and art
admires to come and learn about the sculpting process.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 5

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

1:00 PM

Main Programming Writer Artist Relationships

(1 Hour - Expert Panel)

How do writers and artists communicate? What are different ways that the writer artist relationship works? Where do
artist and writers find each other? Why are some artists and writers reluctant to work together on a project?

Indianapolis Ballroom A SF/Fantasy Goes Broadway

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

'Spider Man: Turn Off the Dark' is far from the first SF/fantasy musical. And it certainly isn't the best. At this panel your
hear about--and hear songs from--such musicals as "Weird Romance," "It's a Bird...It's a Plane...It's Superman,"
"Brigadoon," "Lord of the Rings" (yes, it was a musical), "The Wiz," "Metropolis," and more.

Indianapolis Ballroom B The Computer Guys

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Come talk about computers with our two experts. Mike Cowper and Drew Happli will discuss computer news, issues
and upcoming tech.

Indianapolis Ballroom C What's up in television sci-fi?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)

A discussion of Haven, Warehouse 13, Sleepy Hollow, etc.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Time Travel/Alternate History

(1 Hour)

Different ways in which time travel has been portrayed, explained, justified, its impacts, good examples of time travel
stories and alternate history stories, etc.

Harrison Room How to get published in the RPG industry

(1 Hour - Q & A - Rating: PG)

Are you interested in working in the RPG industry? Have you been working on a game of your own and are wondering
how to get it published? This panel will discuss how to break into the gaming industry as well as how to get your game
published.

Con-Suite Create a Monster Cupcake N Take

(1 Hour - Workshop)

Taking place in the ConSuite. Open to all ages.

2:00 PM

Main Programming Charity Auction

(2 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: G)

Come bid on unique collectible items, event tickets, books, toys, jewelry, you name it! All money goes to our two
charities, the Indiana Literacy Association and The TBD.

Indianapolis Ballroom A Mold Making and Casting

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)

Learn how to replicate props or cast your own sculpted figurines. Methods and materials will be discussed. Samples of
molds and figurines will be displayed. Mold making material sources will be revealed.

Indianapolis Ballroom B A Pirate's Life for Me! Part 5

(2 Hours - Contest - Rating: PG)

Upon reaching the treasure island, our pirate crews must defeat the fortifications guarding the island. Teams will
alternate turns building cardboard box forts as the other attempts to destroy those forts with bean-bags. At the
conclusion of this event, the team with the highest total score will lay claim to the treasure within the Chest. The
participant with the highest individual score will be bestowed with the coveted MVP (Most Valuable Pirate) Award.
(Participation in all events is not required)

Indianapolis Ballroom C IndyPopCon Panel

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG)

Meet with members of Indy PopCon, Indiana Toy and Comic Expo (and other locally-run and organized conventions)
and hear their plans for their next shows and discuss the suddenly blossoming Indianapolis convention scene.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Hornblower in Space!

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

Do we really want to read about Hornblower in space? I mean, do you really think you could use a cat o' nine tails to
discipline sailors on a starship? Would officers put up with weavals in their hard tack for supper? Dare we issue a grog
ration to the guys managing pulse torpedoes? And about those princesses and other royalty. Huh?

Harrison Room Screenwriting for Film

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Tips and tricks for writing for indie or Hollywood films.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 6

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Veterans Hall 1 May the Riff be with you "The Convent"

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)

Join Us as we Riff the hell out of one of our Favorite Movies

Dr. Who Room ARE YOU SMARTER THAN A SCI-FI GEEK?

(1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)

Mark "De Boss" Dooley returns to MC a gathering of the best, brightest, and most knowledgable trivia experts. The
challenge? To survive a lightning round of questions that would bring Alex Trebec to his knees! Are you man enough?
Are you woman enough? Are you geeky enough?!!!

Anime Room Sci-Fi in Anime (Discussion Panel; All Ages)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

Anime has taken from numerous influences, but perhaps none more so than Science Fiction. Learn about various
aspects of sci-fi and how it is presented and viewed in anime.

3:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A What's New for MagicHouse Productions?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

While we're all, ahem, anxiously awaiting the completion of a science fiction comedy movie, what has MagicHouse
Productions been doing in the meantime? And we might see some new stuff from special effects maestro Jeff Ello!
Mark Racop, Chuck Budreau, and Jeff Ello

Indianapolis Ballroom C Starfleet Command, Quadrant One, Mid-Year Meeting

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)

Each year Starfleet Command, the oldest Star Trek fan club, holds its mid-year meet at InConJunction. Local ship are
given the opportunity to discuss their current activities and future plans for the year. The meeting is open to the general
public.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Modern Fairy Tales

(1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: G)

From Grimm to Once Upon a Time, fairy tales are hot today! Come chat about what makes a good modern fairy tale,
whether an original tale in fairy tale style, or a modernization of a classic fairy tale story.

Harrison Room The Iron Writer/Flash Fiction

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Several members of The Iron Writer Challenge will discuss the competition...

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Closed

(1 Hour)

Blood Drive Teardown

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Davison: "Kinda" (time approximate)

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video -

Rating: PG)
The Doctor and his crew arrive on Deva Loka, a beautiful paradise planet that has been marked for colonisation. But
members of the colonisation team have been mysteriously vanished, and the Doctor soon discovers that there is a dark
evil lurking amidst the peaceful tribe of Kinda.

Anime Room Storyteling in Games: Eternal Sonata (Discussion Panel; All Ages)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating:

G)
Storytelling is one of the most important aspects of many things. How a story is presented can affect a lot of how
something is received. Eternal Sonata was a hit video game in both the Eastern and Western world due to its excellent
presentation of story and characters. Come find out what sets it apart from other games in similar genre.

4:00 PM

Main Programming Sci with the Fi

(1 Hour)

By definition science fiction is fiction infused with science while fantasy is not, even though the two genres are often
lumped together. Unfortunately within the YA market, fantasy and futuristic speculative fiction are thriving, however
stories with a healthy dose of real science in them are harder to come by. Panelists share how they make the science
lucid and fascinating, while still telling a great story.

Indianapolis Ballroom A Video Trivia Contest

(1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG-13)

Do you really know movies? Then come to the Video Trivia Contest and flex your movie trivia muscles. Test your
knowledge and win great prizes like DVDs, T-shirts, toys, books and more!

Indianapolis Ballroom B Future humans

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG-13)

This is the century of biotechnology, as surely as the 20th was the century of the heat engine and the computer. Within
100 years, our knowledge and capabilities will be miles ahead of where they are now, and our genes will be at our
command.
In this session, we will write our wish list of changes to be made to homo sapiens to adapt us better to long life on
Earth, in space, on or in the oceans, at the poles, etc. Robo-lovers need not apply, although we will entertain interfaces
between our meat brains and digital computers, and mechanical adjuncts to muscles or organs.

Indianapolis Ballroom C How to be a great Geek Parent

(1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG-13)

Many fandoms lend themselves to families, this panel would discuss ways to share your fandom with your kids!

Indianapolis Ballroom D Non-Abrahamic Religions in Literature

(1 Hour)

Come discuss how non-Abrahamic religions are portrayed in modern literature and how it differs from the reality.

Harrison Room Collecting Reference Books and Movie Tie Ins

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)

Have an interest in collecting classires or photo plays and movie tie ins? Ever wonder how other countries interpret
American sci-fi and horror films? Take a fascinating look at examples of a variety of reference books and movie tie ins.
With a focus on the silents to the late 1970's, and beloved actors like Lugosi, Karloff, Chaney, directors Jack Arnold,
George Pal,and film genius Ray Harryhausen, reference book collecting has something for everyone in world of
electronic media. Find out tips on collecting and a world beyond eBay for the searching for books old and new. See
treasures from your childhood and what's new on the market today.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Making the Jump to a Series

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

You have a book written, but think it can be a series? We'll discuss the ins and outs of both writing and managing a
series, from short to epic.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 7

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Veterans Hall 1 Meet the Darkside Crew

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

Come talk with DarkSide to hear about our 24hour event Dec 6th. Give us your input let us know what you would like to
see from us.

Anime Room Gundam AGE vs Macross Frontier (Discussion Panel; All Ages)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

Sharing many technological similarities, these two science fiction titles go head to head in this interactive comparison
panel where the audience will determine which is the more superior anime in a fashion similar to Deadliest Warrior.

4:30 PM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Davison: "Snakedance"

(2 Hours - Contest - Rating: PG)

A seeming mistake by Tegan has brought the Doctor and his friends to Manussa, once home to the Sumaran Empire,
now obliterated by the ruling Federation. Little does the Doctor know that he will once again face off against the
ethereal being known as the Mara!

5:00 PM

Main Programming Space Opera

(1 Hour)

Any aspect of space opera as the oldest form of SF (and perhaps of story telling if a work like The Odyssey is read as a
space opera tale), one often looked down upon as less serious and less important than more "literary" forms of SF, and
which continues to have vast appeal.

Indianapolis Ballroom A Top Ten Worst Movies

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG-13)

Rob Pyatt, Jeff Thompson, and Chris Canary count down another list of the best of the worst that Hollywood has to
offer featuring "gems" like Street Trash and Mr. No Legs.

Indianapolis Ballroom B Sci-Fi & Fantasy plots, settings, and characters I've never seen

(1 Hour - General Discussion

- Rating: PG-13)
Pull out all your "why doesn't someones" and come throw them into the arena of ideas. Rated PG-13, so hold those
other ones for a different forum.
Note: It is inevitable that someone will offer an idea that has, indeed, been done before. In this case, decorum demands
that you do not shout out "It's been done," but politely suggest, when you get the floor, a book they might want to read.
They might disagree. Some might claim, for example, that a good colonization-of-Mars novel has yet to be written. This
is a brainstorming session to smoke out ideas, not to judge them. Captain Bringdown has not been invited.
Note also: These ideas will become public. If you have an idea you intend to write about or otherwise claim ownership
of, it's best not to present it here.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Partying Safely at Conventions

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: PG)

Room parties have always been part of conventions. While problems with our local conventions in Indianapolis have
been rare, a few high-profile incidents around the country have raised awareness around harassment and safety at
conventions. Join us for a few tips and a thoughtful discussion of tips and techniques for keeping our conventions safe
and fun.

Indianapolis Ballroom D What Makes Girl Genius Pure Genius?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

In 2011, Girl Genius won a Hugo Award for Best Graphic Story, and in 2008 Girl Genius won five WCCA awards,
including Outstanding Comic, Outstanding Writer, and Outstanding Environment Design. Come find out why Phil and
Kaja Foglio's long-running 'gaslamp fantasy' webcomic about adventure, romance, and mad science has captured the
imagination of so many and won so many awards. Jill Racop and Peter Noakes.

Harrison Room Costuming on a budget

(1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG-13)

Tips and suggestions on how to create that perfect costume without breaking the bank.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Comic Book Movies: Live Action and Animation.

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

A discussion of Marvel vs. DC in live action and animated movies.

Veterans Hall 1 SuperHappyFun Time "Entertain Me"

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

Contestants battle each other "to the death" by putting their skills and talents together with their knowledge of trivia to
try and beat one another to win prizes.

Anime Room Anime/Manga Art Class (Workshop; All Ages)

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)

Learn the basics of how to draw anime, including tips for beginners and advanced artists, alike. There will be time to
practice the techniques learned, as well as a chance to play with a Wacom Tablet, openCanvas, and a Tablet PC
designed for artwork.

6:00 PM

Main Programming Commissioned art - The process

(1 Hour)

Come be involved in this demonstration of how the process of creating commissioned art is done.

Indianapolis Ballroom A Science Fiction/Fantasy/Gaming Pub Trivia

(1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG-13)

It's back! Bring a team or be added to one. 10 rounds of 10 questions. Lots of surprises.

Indianapolis Ballroom B Alternative Relationship Models in Literature

(1 Hour - Rating: NC-17)

Come discuss the portrayal of alternative relationships models ranging from Polyamory to Interstellar Interspecies
relationships in literature

Indianapolis Ballroom C Boots on the Ground?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Can a drone find what's hidden in the wife's undies drawer without blowing up the kitchen as well? Can a man take out
a problem without creating more problems? Do we want boots or Machines on the ground tomorrow?

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 8

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Veterans Hall 1 The Gamers: Hands of Fate

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)

Cass sets out to win a collectible card game world championship%u2026and a date with one of the game's top players,
Natalie. Set at Gen Con Indy.

6:30 PM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Patrick Troughton: "Enemy of the World" (time approxim

(2 Hours,

30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor, Jaime, and Victoria arrive on a futuristic world dominated by a ruthless dictator, Salamander (Troughton in
an amazing dual role). An underground movement recruits the Doctor to use his likeness to Salamander to overthrow
him, but can the Doctor truly trust his new allies?

7:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Wax Chaotic Concert

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)

Wax Chaotic returns to InConJunction with their unique brand of twisted folk music. Come enjoy storytelling in song
form with topics ranging from mythology to video games, in a range of styles that is just as varied. Learn more about
Wax Chaotic at www.waxchaotic.com

Indianapolis Ballroom D Military SF: What is it? Who's it for?

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

Do you have to have put 20 years in the crotch to handle military SF? What if your little sister loves it? What kind of
politics do you have to have to enjoy Mil SF? Just who is Mil SF written for?

Harrison Room Speculative Fiction Guild Writer's Workshop

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)

A discussion on using Indianapolis and the surrounding region as a setting in genre fiction. Trolls at the Indy 500?
Ghosts at the downtown Memorial circle? How can writers take advantage of Indiana's rich culture and history, make it
accessible to the reader, and what should authors keep in mind when presenting our state to a wider audience?

Anime Room Best and Worst Anime Villains (Discussion; 13+)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

The antagonist of a story is an important aspect. Sometimes they are really good at their jobs, while others, not so
much. Come and discuss with us some of the best and worst villains from various anime. Warning: This may get a bit
ranty!

7:30 PM

Main Programming Setup: Masquerade

(1 Hour)

Setup: Masquerade

8:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Is There a Little Birdhouse in Your Soul?

(2 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: PG-13)

Geek Rock, Nerd Rock, Nerdcore - whatever performer's your thing, we want to talk about it and share our favorites
and learn about yours. This doesn't limit you to nationally known acts - we will have the ability to play your CD or file for
the group. Come share your musical loves! We will play Weezer, TMBG, Barenaked Ladies, MC Frontalot, DEVO,
Jonathon Coulton, Five Year Mission, Julia Nunes, Must Be Tuesday, and Weird Al, as well as others.

Indianapolis Ballroom B Noses and Hands, A Comic Artists Approach

(1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: PG)

Artists struggle often with drawing noses and hands and meeting realistic proportions. Come see how Guest of Honor,
Aaron Williams, and featured Guest, John Buran, address the issue.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Writing Formidable Women

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

The shrinking violet of old is long gone. So, how do writers develop strong, formidable women that are women, not just
guys with different plumbing? Or is there no difference?

Grand Ballroom 7-8 World builder's bill of loading

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)

One of our satellites has spotted a juicy planet in the Goldilocks zone about 10 light years distant. The telescopes and
radio arrays on the far side of the Moon have picked up no signs of civilization on its green land or blue waters. A world
ship is being assembled for a thousand-year one-way journey, and your task is to determine and procure the cargo that
will give the travelers the best chance of creating a self-sufficient colony on the planet. Where do you start, and how do
you finish?

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 9

(2 Hours - Gaming)

The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Veterans Hall 1 SuperHappyFun Time " The Feud"

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

This Family Feud style game show offers contestants fun with the opportunity to win prizes. If you don't have a family
one will be provided for you (unless we don't like you). Survey says: DO IT!

8:30 PM

Main Programming Masquerade

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Contest - Rating: G)

InConJunction 33 Masquerade Cosplay competition with Tom Smith performing the musical Interlude.

9:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom B Earth Song - The Minuverse and Reading

(1 Hour - Author Reading - Rating: PG-13)

A chance for fans of Mark Wandrey's Earth Song series to Q&A, get some autographs, and hear a reading from
selective works including a sneak preview for the not yet released book #4, Etude to War.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Poetry Roundtable

(1 Hour - Expert Panel)

Writers of speculative poetry meet to read and discuss their work as well as sf/f/h poetry in general. People who wish to
sit in, but not read, are welcome to attend.

Indianapolis Ballroom D "And the Horse you wrote in on..."

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Writers--Are horses important in your world? Would you like to write compelling-yet-realistic equine characters? Come
and learn more about the nature of these fascinating animals (and what we can realistically expect of them).

Veterans Hall 1 Hell Walks the Earth Indie Movie also Q&A

(2 Hours - Contest - Rating: R)

Terence Muncy B Grade Zombie Masterpiece we will have the movie and the creator. Nuff Said BE THERE

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Patrick Troughton: "The Web of Fear" (time approximate

(2 Hours,

30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
A landmark story almost completely restored (Episode 3 is reconstructed with audio and telesnaps)! The Yeti have
returned, once again to terrify the Doctor and his companions. But they have some help from Colonel Alistair Gordon
Lethbridge-Stewart, with Nicholas Courtney making his Doctor Who debut and sewing the seeds of the birth of UNIT!
And on aside, John Levene, who would later be Sgt. Benton, makes his Doctor Who debut also... as a Yeti!

Anime Room Otaku Front Porch (Discussion & Trivia; 17+)

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)

Anime is really different now from how it used to be. Come and learn about the "old days" of anime. From VHS tapes
that had to be mailed halfway across the country to near-illegible subtitles, we'll discuss it all.

10:00 PM

Main Programming Weird Science

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Workshop - Rating: R)

We'll discuss some of the strangest science studies ever conducted like "Transplanting Beavers by Airplane and
Parachute". We'll also discuss the results of last years study on human body hair patterns and conduct a new one one
chocolate cravings. Yum!

Indianapolis Ballroom A Setup: Karaoke

(1 Hour)

Setup: Karaoke

Indianapolis Ballroom D Open Filk

(2 Hours)

Open Filk

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Candlelight Horror

(1 Hour)

In continuation of an Inconjunction tradition, horror authors meet in a darkened room to read samples of their work. All
are invited to attend -- if they dare.

11:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Karaoke

(3 Hours)

Come Sing your heart out!

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Get Good Reading from TammyJo

(1 Hour - Performance - Rating: ADULT)

To celebrate the release of book three in her BSHF Trilogy from Circlet Press, TammyJo Eckhart will perform a reading
of samples from each three books. A special 30% off offer for books 1 & 2 is also available at this event as well as at
her table in the Creators' Alley.

Anime Room Mystery Hentai Theatre 3000 (Anime & Discussion; 17+/Mature)

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

Sometimes, hentai gets dumb...really dumb. Come heckle on these laughable titles with us. IDs will be checked at the
door.

11:30 PM

Veterans Hall 1 Grown-Up Gaming!

(3 Hours - Video - Rating: ADULT)

Must be 21+ to be allowed in the room. Games will include: Dance Central, Kinect bowling, Jenga, We Did Not Play
Test This At All, Cards Against Humanity and more.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Colin Baker: "The Mark of the Rani

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating:

PG)
The late, great Kate O'Mara is honored in her debut episode as the evil Rani, a Time Lady with a penchant for cold,
calculated experimentation, with her sites set at the dawn of the machine age. Unfortunately for her, her path crosses
with the never-ending war between the Doctor and the Master.

12:00 AM

Grand Ballroom 7-8 ALS In Literature

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: ADULT)

5000 Shades of everything. Discuss the portrayal of Alternative lifestyles in literature, from Amazons to Gor and
beyond.

1:00 AM

Veterans Hall 1 Stoner Ball

(4 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)

Let's see you dance, sucka! Adults only

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Sylvester McCoy: "Time and the Rani"

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video -

Rating: PG)
Sylvester McCoy makes his debut as the Seventh Doctor when the Rani disables the TARDIS and forces his
regeneration. Guising herself as his new companion Mel, the evil Time Lady plans to take advantage of the Doctor's
post-regeneration mania to make him help her in creating a giant time manipulator!

2:30 AM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Christopher Eccleston: "Aliens of London", "World

(1 Hour - Video -

Rating: PG)
The Doctor returns Rose Tyler back home to many questions from her mom and ex-boy friend Mickey. Their timing
couldn't be more apropo... London has just been invaded by pigs from space!

4:00 AM

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with David Tennant and David Morrisey: "The Next Doctor"

(1 Hour -

Video - Rating: PG)
The Doctor arrives in 1851 London to celebrate Christmas when he finds himself in a deadly encounter with the
Cybermen. And added into the mix is a man who claims that he is also the Doctor! Is he truly the next Doctor, or is he a
victim of the Cybermen's malevolent mechanations?

5:00 AM

Veterans Hall 1 Closed or Random Movies

(4 Hours - Contest - Rating: PG)

May have some games, movies, hanging out going on or closed take a chance and come see!

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Matt Smith: "The Doctor's Wife"

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

The Doctor, Amy, and Rory follow the trail of a call from help possibly by another living Time Lord, but they soon
discover they've been placed in a trap by a living planet who seeks to end his nomadic existence by transferring his
essence into the heart of the TARDIS. And where has the TARDIS' essence gone? Placed in the body of a dying mad
woman. An award-winning script by Neil Gaiman.

Sunday, July 6th
6:30 AM

Dr. Who Room Room shutdown until 9:00 AM

(2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)

Time for your morning nuitrition! See you at 9:00!

8:00 AM

Anime Room Morning Cartoons: Mahou Shoujo Lyrical Nanoha (Anime; English Dub; Season 1;
All (6 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
9 year old Nanoha Takamachi has a magical encounter one day on her way home from school that takes her to a world
filled with magic and monsters. Watch her adventures as she struggles to collect the mysterious jewel seeds before
they can be used to destroy the world.

9:00 AM

Veterans Hall 1 Dead Weight

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)

Charlie is traveling through the wilderness to find his girlfriend, Samantha, after civilization is destroyed by widespread
biological attacks. He must try to survive while dealing with other survivors and his own emotional burdens.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Matt Smith: "The Name of the Doctor"

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

The return of the Pastemore Gang! Trenzalore! Clara's true nature! The Great Intelligence and his Whisper Men! And a
secret from the Doctor's past so dark that it has never been revealed until now!

10:00 AM

Main Programming Non-denominational Christian Chapel Service

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)

Join us for a non-denominational Christian Chapel service. We will have a time of worship, communion, and a brief
message.

Indianapolis Ballroom D What to write...

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)

The world is full of ideas for good stories, but writing a good story takes time. How do we decide which story we want to
focus on first? We will spend the first half of the panel talking about where we get ideas for stories and the second half
talking about how we prioritize our story ideas.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 10

(2 Hours - Gaming -

Rating: PG)
The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Matt Smith, David Tennant, and John Hurt: "The Day of the D

(1

Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
The Doctor is summoned by UNIT to a secret wing of the National Museum to investigate a mysterious 3-D portrait of
the destruction of Gallifrey. Little does he know that it is a link that will lead him to the salvation of his home planet and
his own past! Steven Moffat scripted the award-winning tale that resolves many of the storylines set since the very first
episode of the new series. And watch out for a very special guest appearance!

11:00 AM

Main Programming Trailer Park

(1 Hour - Rating: PG)

Relax and nurse your Sunday hangover with classic (and not so classic) movie trailers from days gone by as well as
trailers for current and upcoming Hollywood blockbusters.

Indianapolis Ballroom A How to Shoot a Movie with DSLR Cameras

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

What are the pros and cons of shooting with the DSLR cameras? Why are the DSLR cameras so popular these days?
How do you avoid the pitfalls associated with them? Find out from our expert panelists from MagicHouse Productions.
Mark Racop, Chuck Budreau, and Jeff Ello

Indianapolis Ballroom B This year's comic book movies

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)

A discussion of Captain America, X-Men, Spider-Man and Guardians of the Galaxy in this summer's movies.

Veterans Hall 1 Make Your Own Decal

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)

Ever wonder how those geeky decals we all love to put on our laptops and cars get made. Now you can come to
DarkSide's room and choose a design and you will make it and take it.

11:30 AM

Dr. Who Room WHO-NET DOORPRIZE DRAWINGS!

(30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)

Hope you got your tickets, because we have some terrific prizes ready to be raffled off!

12:00 PM

Main Programming Concert: Jen Midkiff

(1 Hour - Performance - Rating: PG-13)

Singer/harpist Jen Midkiff returns to the InCon stage with more original music and favorite filk covers. Folk, Celtic, and
jazz styles, and the lyrics both span worlds and are intimately connected with the human heart.

Indianapolis Ballroom A Forrest J Ackerman- The Sci- Fi Guy

(1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)

Forrest J Ackerman is best known as editor in chief for Famous Monsters of Filmland magazine but his true love was
science fiction. Forrest created the word "sci-fi" in the 1950's and now it is a part of pop culture. Forrest is sci-fi's #1 fan
boy and has inspired the likes of Spielberg and Lucas. From Ray Harryhausen to Ray Bradbury to John Landis to Bela
Lugosi the people Forrest encountered in his lifetime is truly unique. Listen in on an exciting discussion about the life of
Forrest Ackerman and see some artifacts from the famous Ackermuseum most notably the Metropolis Scrapbook.

Indianapolis Ballroom B MARK "De Boss" DOOLEY - SHOWING OFF AND ACTING STUPID

(30 Minutes -

Performance - Rating: PG-13)
Mark C. Dooley, cartoonist, writer, leader of the Doctor Who fan club "The Whoosier Network", and stand-up comic
reflects on his many years as "that strange kid at school that watches those TV shows and reads those funny books"
and as a fan of Doctor Who... but mostly he'll tell about his job, "Showing Off and Acting Stupid".

Indianapolis Ballroom C Series - Why do we love them? Why do we hate them?

(1 Hour - Performance - Rating: PG-13)

Some stories seem to go on and on. A lot of us hate that. Still, a lot of us follow them, even the ones who hate them.
So, what is it that makes us love them and what makes us hate them. And what do the writers who keep stringing us
along do that makes us keeping hanging in there?

Grand Ballroom 7-8 BYOL Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator Fleet Event

(4 Hours - Gaming)

Bring your own laptop and plugin to join an Artemis session of up to 6 full starship bridges!
First come first seated on available equipment. First come first connected!
36 seats maximum.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator) Shift 11

(2 Hours - Gaming -

Rating: PG)
The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance!

Dr. Who Room FAREWELL TO MATT SMITH

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)

He's saved the universe countless times, made fish fingers and custard a delicacy, single-handedly made tweed suits,
bowties, and fezzes cool, and has through not only his portrayal of the Doctor but his own personal kindness and
generousity brought smiles and tears to many a Doctor Who fan throughout the world. But its the end, and the moment
has been prepared for, so we say our final goodbyes to the Raggedy Man as he finishes his final episode, "Time of the
Doctor".

1:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom D Pagan Ritual

(1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)

Come celebrate the Goddess

Harrison Room What makes a good story?

(1 Hour)

Characters, plot, setting, how the story is told, how the characters are treated, is there a maguffin, etc.

Veterans Hall 1 SuperHappyFun Time "Audience Choice"

(1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)

The title said it all

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Matt Smith: "Time of the Doctor"

(1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

A mysterious signal has drawn many of the Doctor's archenemies to a small, backwater planet and a little town called
Christmas, and the Doctor's investigation will determine the remainder of his life now that his twelve regenerations have
all been expended. The Matt Smith era comes to a soul-shattering conclusion, and leaving Kleenix at home is not an
option.

2:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A Making the Impossible Possible

(1 Hour)

Subjects for science fiction are as limitless as imagination. Characters can travel through time, through inner, outer, or
cyberspace, and live in an alternate past, present, or future on earth or in a different universe. Science fiction writers
take our knowledge of science and extend it in fantastical ways. But how do writers come up with their far out ideas?
And how do they make those ideas believable? Panelists discuss the origins of their story ideas and how they go about
creating a unique, yet believable story world.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Killing your characters for fun and profit.

(1 Hour - Expert Panel)

Don't you hate it when a writer kills off a character you love? Guess what, writers hate it too. After you've invested your
limited word count in developing a really great character, why off them? Well, there are reasons, as well as good and
bad ways to do it. Come and hear some really killing authors tell how they do it. Sorry, George R.R. Martin was not
available for this panel, but we got the next best.

Veterans Hall 1 Stitches

(1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Rating: R)

A clown comes back from the dead to haunt those who took his life during a fatal party mishap.

Anime Room Kill la Kill (Anime; 1-4; Teen)

(2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)

Uniforms instill a sense of order and order is a powerful force. In this over-the-top anime, this is taken to extremes in
the most hilarious of ways.

3:00 PM

Main Programming Closing Ceremonies/Rap with the Con Chair

(1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)

Rap with the Con Chair

4:00 PM

Main Programming Meet the Circle of Janus

(1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)

Meet the Circle of Janus

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Speaking of comics

(1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)

A discussion of movie and tv franchises in comics today. Topics include the three Star Trek series, Planet of the Apes,
Buffy, Angel and Faith, Twilight Zone, etc.

http://inconjunction.org/dept/programming/list/
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